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ABSTRACT
For years, many studies employed sentiment analysis to understand the reasoning behind people’s
choices and feelings, their communication styles, and the communities which they belong to. We
argue that gaining more in-depth insight into moral dimensions coupled with sentiment analysis can
potentially provide superior results. Understanding moral foundations can yield powerful results in
terms of perceiving the intended meaning of the text data, as the concept of morality provides addi-
tional information on the unobservable characteristics of information processing and non-conscious
cognitive processes. Therefore, we studied latent moral loadings of Syrian White Helmets-related
tweets of Twitter users from April 1st, 2018 to April 30th, 2019. For the operationalization and quan-
tification of moral rhetoric in tweets, we use Extended Moral Foundations Dictionary in which five
psychological dimensions (Harm/Care, Fairness/Reciprocity, In-group/Loyalty, Authority/Respect
and Purity/Sanctity) are considered. We show that people tend to share more tweets involving the
virtue moral rhetoric than the tweets involving the vice rhetoric. We observe that the pattern of the
moral rhetoric of tweets among these five dimensions are very similar during different time periods,
while the strength of the five dimension is time-variant. Even though there is no significant difference
between the use of Fairness/Reciprocity, In-group/Loyalty or Purity/Sanctity rhetoric, the less use of
Harm/Care rhetoric is significant and remarkable. Besides, the strength of the moral rhetoric and the
polarization in morality across people are mostly observed in tweets involving Harm/Care rhetoric
despite the number of tweets involving the Harm/Care dimension is low.
Keywords Adversarial narratives, latent semantic analysis, misinformation, moral foundations theory, moral rhetoric,
polarization, Twitter
1 Introduction
For thousands of years, humankind has pondered the question of morality. Ancient philosophers included several
conventional notions in their definitions of what is moral; which include Socrates’, Plato’s and Aristotle’s emphasis on
happiness (eudaimonia), virtues, moderation, and justice [1]. Understanding such notions would, in the eyes of ancient
and modern philosophers alike, provide a reflection of the human activity in pursuing their goals and behaving in certain
ways. To this end, modern scientists have produced numerous theories to grasp the role of morality in people’s cognitive
processes and behavioral functioning in society. It is essential to understand the differences in the notion of morality at
both the cultural and individual levels, as morality guides human social interactions and can potentially lead to polarity,
violence, and hostility when there is a clash of moral values within a society [2, 3].
Differences in morality can result in polarity within a social group and can fuel societal tensions caused by disinformation
efforts of malicious agents. The unintermediated flow of information in online social media has paved the way for the
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widespread use of adversarial narratives, which can be defined as intentionally distributed disinformation narratives
with the aim of dividing internet users and inflaming social tensions by exploiting their moral values and foundations
[4]. Thus, identifying the bits-and-pieces of morality components in social media content, such as user tweets revolving
around certain adversarial narratives in Twitter, can help combat the spread of misinformation and the social engineering
efforts of adversaries. Furthermore, gaining more in-depth insight into morality dimensions can potentially provide
superior results compared to what the extant literature achieves by using sentiment analyses in combating disinformation
[5]. Understanding moral foundations can yield powerful results in terms of perceiving the intended meaning of the
text data, as the concept of morality provides additional information on the unobservable characteristics of information
processing and non-conscious cognitive processes. Considering that moral values vary significantly across cultures and
yet many recurrent themes are observed and that each culture builds its societal and ideological narratives on top of
its moral virtues, an enhanced understanding of morality can prove to be a valuable tool in deterring disinformation
narratives by adversaries.
Sharing information, interests, and opinions of people in social media platforms has led scientists from various fields
to focus on user-generated text data. The text data is extensively used to study, analyze, and extract people’s cultural
values, behavior, opinions, and emotions [6]. Easy access to these platforms, being able to reach multiple people
simultaneously, and the free self-expression dynamics within social media have increased the popularity of research that
relies on these platforms. Many psychological and cognitive science-related studies try to understand the underlying
beliefs, attitudes, and emotions which drive human actions [7, 8, 9].
While making analyses on text data has been a common application in the literature, the availability of large-scale
time-series text data from social media platforms has made such studies more rigorous and diverse. However, supervised
learning techniques struggle to address these applications due to the challenge of finding annotated data for human
utterances. Oftentimes, even humans themselves are not aware of the latent factors that guide their selection of
specific language use to express opinions and attitudes. Therefore, many theory-driven studies have benefited from the
psychological dictionaries coupled with data-driven natural language processing methods. A commonly used approach
is the word-count method, which is pioneered by the LIWC package [10] and its widespread application of specific
dictionaries.
Using lexicon data to operationalize and identify the fluid and highly subjective concepts of morality may appear
questionable at first; however, this approach is not ungrounded and is found to be a reliable method. Weber et al. reports
that the overlap between human coders and the lexicon in classifying and identifying morality dimensions ranges
from 0.73 to 1.00 in multiple studies [11, 12, 13, 14], thereby establishing the lexicon as a fairly reliable identifier
of morality dimensions of the Moral Foundations Theory. Indeed, in the past decade, many studies have applied the
lexicon approach to analyze moral foundations using text data [15, 16, 17].
2 Method
2.1 Twitter Data Collection
The data investigated in this work is provided by Leidos Inc1 as part of the "Computational Simulation of Online
Social Behavior (SocialSim)" DARPA program2. The data consists of 1,052,821 tweets related to the disinformation
campaigns carried against the White Helmets from April 1st, 2018 to April 30th, 2019. The narratives included within
the content of these tweets are mostly attacks against the integrity of the White Helmets’ work and mission statement,
accusing the organization of being foreign agents, and nullifying the narrative of the chemical attack by censuring the
organization of staging the event [18].
Each tweet in our data has an identification number (ID) along with its content, and the IDs of the tweets that interacted
with. This will help us construct the information cascade associated with our data and trace the argument and discussion
that took place in regard to the specific narratives we defined. To build the information cascade (retweet cascade), the
tweets t are separated into two main sets, parent nodes set P , and child nodes set C. The intersection of the two sets
contains all the the tweets that are both parents and children at the same time. The roots tr are tweets that do not have a
parent and are the start of the cascades. In this work, we considered the largest 600 cascades, which consists of 365085
tweets.
Every retweet cascade starts with one root tr which belongs in P but not in C as shown in equation.1. Any child of
that root that is also a parent of another child (we refer to it as ’parent’ tp) belongs to the intersection of P and C,
as shown in equation.2. Any tweet that is not a parent is a child tc only and belongs in C but not in P , as shown in
1https://www.leidos.com
2https://www.darpa.mil/program/computational-simulation-of-online-social-behavior
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equation.3. Constructing the chain of interaction based on these node sets would give us a temporal tree structure of
the conversation regarding a particular narrative. Every cascade tweet corpus is aggregated for analysis purposes. The
aggregated text is then preprocessed using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to clean unwanted keywords,
hashtags, URLs, etc. included in the text, as discussed in section 2.2. Quantifying the moral foundations based on a
lexicon is then implemented on the cleaned corpus, as discussed in Section 2.3.
tr ∈ P − C (1)
tp ∈ P ∩ C (2)
tc ∈ C − P (3)
2.2 Data Pre-processing
The Twitter dataset used in this paper comprises of tweet texts and tweet features such as text language; however, topic
mining on short-text data sets, including Twitter data set, is challenging as a result of limited word co-occurrence and
contextual information. Accordingly, extracting meaningful topics necessitates text aggregation in a way to enhance
the text with context and related keywords. To tackle this challenge, we prepared pseudo-documents via aggregating
root, parent, and reply/quote/retweet comments for each activity cascade such that the aggregated text data is timely
order. Further information on conversation cascade formation is provided in section 2.1. This text aggregation method
results in preparing pseudo-documents rich in context and related words. We continued text preprocessing for our topic
analysis in cleaning up the data by removing usernames, short URLs, emoticons, as well as punctuation marks. Next,
we removed the hashtag symbols from the text data.
2.3 Quantifying Moral Foundations in a Text
In order to operationalize and capture dimensions of morality in our Twitter text data, we draw from social psychology
literature and use the Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) [11, 19]. The moral rhetoric that provides a basis for our
analyses can be defined as the linguistic component for expressing various moral concerns by taking a moral stance
towards an issue [20]. MFT contends that five psychological subsystems constitute moral cognition, which manifests
themselves as moral concerns or intuitions. Each of these five morality-related psychological components includes
dimensions of virtues and vices. Specifically,
• Harm/Care concern is associated with the protection of self and others from the harm’s way,
• Fairness/Reciprocity concern is related to justice in cooperative acts, prevention of dishonesty, and reciprocity
in social interactions,
• In-group/Loyalty dimension is based on the expressions of self-sacrifice for both ends of the virtue-vice
spectrum, such as patriotism-betrayal, faithfulness-unfaithfulness,
• Authority/Respect component expresses concerns related to subordination and respect,
• Purity/Sanctity is associated with sanctity in the virtue dimension and degradation and pollution in the vice
dimension
To quantify the the moral foundations in Twitter text data, we use the extended version of Moral Foundation Dictionary
(EMFD) that is discussed in a very recent study [21]. Corpus size of the dictionary is given in Table 1 for each
dimension.
Table 1: Corpus Size of The Extended Moral Foundations Dictionary (EMFD)
Moral Dimension Virtue Vice
Care/Harm 95 85
Fairness/Reciprocity 69 57
Loyalty/Ingroup 99 72
Authority/respect 160 101
Purity/Sanctity 97 161
In order to understand the effects of moral foundations on opinion formation, dissemination, and polarization, this study
makes use of user-generated content on Twitter. However, there are multiple challenges that need to be pointed out
before we take on this task. First, each tweet can only contain up to 280 characters, which often poses a difficulty for
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algorithms to fully understand the true meaning of the message, due to users being constrained to writing a short text.
Second, the concept of morality is very subjective, and it is a challenging task for the human brain to annotate morality
in a data set. It is a formidable task for machine learning techniques, even more so than human annotation methods.
Third, multiple morality dimensions can coexist in a tweet since moral foundations do not complement each other, and
this brings an extra layer of complexity to the task of clustering the data [22]. Finally, there is limited variability in our
data set since it focuses on a single topic only. Oftentimes, a multi-topic analysis is sought after in analyzing moral
foundations to capture greater diversity across tweets. Our data set falls short in that respect because, in a single topic,
we observe a great degree of similarity across tweets, as these tweets often originate from the same root. Some tweets
share exactly the same moral foundations because they are retweets; or, similar morality dimensions are observed when
they are replies or quotes.
2.4 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
LDA is one of the most commonly used topic analysis method due to its simplicity and applicability to big data sets.
One of the most challenging tuning parameter of this algorithm is defining the number of topic clusters (K) with their
probable initial proportions. The generative process starts with drawing the topic distribution over the vocabulary
βk ∼ Dirichlet(η, ..., η) for k ∈ {1, ...,K}. Suppose that d ∈ {1, ..., D} for each document. Then, topic proportions
are drawn from θ ∼ Dirichlet(α, ..., α) and for each word, w ∈ {1, ..., N}, topic assignments and words are obtained
from zdn ∼Multinomial(θd) and wdn ∼Multinomial(βzdn), respectively.
In this study, the stochastic variational inference method is used to optimize LDA. The advantage of stochastic search in
the approximate posterior inference comes from the scalability of its method. In each mini batch, the global variational
parameter λk for each topic; and the local variational parameters of topic proportion γd and multinomial parameter of
per-word topic φd are updated as follows: In each iteration t, a document d is sampled from the collection and optimal
variational parameters of γd and φd,1:N in the local phase. In the global phase, on the other hand, intermediate topics
are obtained from:
λˆk = η +D
N∑
n=1
φkdnwdn (4)
Then, in the next iteration intermediate topics are updated as the weighted combination of the intermediate topics in the
current iteration and the current topics by:
λt+1k = (1− ρt)λtk + ρtλˆk (5)
where ρt denotes the step-size schedule.
Here, the main purpose of using stochastic search is to optimize the variational objective [23]. Different solver
techniques for optimization of LDA algorithm have been tried and best perplexity and coherence values are obtained
with the use of stochastic variational Bayes solver [24, 23] compared to collapsed Gibbs sampling [25], approximate
variational Bayes [26] and the zeroth order collapsed variational Bayes solvers [27].
2.5 Cross-Recurrence Quantification Analysis (CRQA)
CRQA is a nonlinear correlation analysis technique which is used to capture the coupling -togetherness- of two time
series. Its superiority to the traditional Pearson correlation analysis comes from its capability of showing temporal
co-variation of two time series rather than analyzing them as a whole [28]. Having no assumption about linearity
and the underlying distribution and being highly robust to the outliers make this method increasingly prominent [29].
Although there are multiple performance measures in CRQA, we used Shannon Entropy as a metric in understanding
the similarity in the phase space behavior of different time series, which measures the percentage of the the co-variation
of time series.
3 Results
This study aims to quantify the latent moral loadings of White Helmets-related posts of Twitter users and to understand
the dynamics of polarity in the moral foundations of users. For this purpose, we used EMFD to calculate the moral
scores in five dimensions of MFT. The algorithm gives ten results for each tweet input; these are the values of the five
dimensions of moral foundations and five sentiment values to make an inference about being vice or virtue rhetoric
of each moral foundation. Suppose that T it is the i
th tweet in data set published at time t, it may either have a virtue
rhetoric in the first moral dimension of Authority/Respect T it (MR1) or a vice rhetoric T
i
t (MA). Same is valid for
other dimensions; i.e. T it (MC) or T
i
t (MR) for Care/Harm, T
i
t (MR2) or T
i
t (MF ) for Reciprocity/Fairness, T
i
t (ML)
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Figure 1: Histogram of the ratio of moral words to non-moral words in Syrian White Helmets-related tweets to question
the necessity of moral foundations analysis and the capability of the EMFD used in this study.
or T it (MI) for Loyalty/In-group and T
i
t (MS) and T
i
t (MP ) for Sanctity/Purity. To question the necessity of moral
foundations analysis and the capability of the EMFD used in this study, we first measured the ratio of moral words
to non-moral words and recognized that almost 57% of the tweets include more moral words than non-moral words
unsurprisingly (Figure 1).
Later, we examined the daily number of user activities on White Helmets-related discussions and the number of unique
users who are involved in these activities from April 1st, 2018 to April 30th, 2019, to obtain a better understanding of
the data (Figure 2). Unsurprisingly, the long time range of the data set brought instability in daily user activities, and
some essential events triggered the burstiness of the specific Twitter cascades at specific times. The first peak in daily
Twitter activities is observed just after a chemical attack in Douma occurred on April 7th, 2018. Another important
event that brought awareness towards White Helmets and caused another large cascade in Twitter is the suspension of
the financial aid of the U.S. to the Syrian humanitarian group in a short time later on May 04th, 2018. The highest peak
in the time series of user activities on Twitter, on the other hand, is observed when Israel evacuated White Helmets and
their families to Jordan on July 22nd, 2018. The rest of the data also covers multiple events, and relatively lower peaks
are observed in the daily activities of Twitter users in response to them.
The lengthiness of the time period and the diversity of the events in the data set necessitate a more detailed analysis of
latent moral foundations rather than applying this method to the entire data set. People’s stance might change over time
or can be affected by others, or the changes in the ongoing set of events might affect people’s attitudes even if there is
no external effect of any other source. Therefore, we examined how moral foundations change across time on different
White Helmet-related narratives.
3.1 Moral Foundations across Time
RQ1: Does the moral rhetoric of user-generated content on Twitter change over time?
To understand the change in the moral foundations across time, we explored the moral rhetoric of tweets in terms of
vice and virtue moral words represented in EMFD in different time periods. We determined each time range by taking
the major events that caused bursts in Twitter activities into account. The first time range t1 covers tweets between the
time of Douma chemical attack and Trump’s Syria aid freeze (April 1st, 2018 - May 04th, 2018). The second time range
t2 starts with the end of the first time period and covers the events until the evacuation of White Helmets to Jordan
through Israel (May 04th, 2018 - Jul 22th, 2018). Despite the relative un-burstiness of the rest of the data, third t3
and fourth time ranges t4 are divided before and after becoming the target of a disinformation campaign that positions
White Helmets as an al-Qaida-linked terrorist organization (Dec 18th, 2018).
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1
1 - Douma chemical attack (source: New York Times 04/08/18)

2 - Trump's Syria aid freeze hits 'White Helmets' rescue workers (source: 
ABC News 05/04/18)

3 - Syrian White Helmets evacuated to Jordan through Israel (source: CBC 
News 07/22/18)

4 - The Russia-backed campaign to link the volunteer rescuers with al-
Qaida exposes how conspiracy theories take root: ‘It’s like a 
factory’ (source: The Guardian 12/18/18)

5 - Air strikes kill at least 9 civilians in Syria's Idlib - White Helmets (source: 
TRT 12/23/18)
2
3
4,5
Figure 2: Daily number of user activities (black line) and unique user involved (red line). (Titles of the news possibly
related to the bursts in Twitter cascades are given below and shown with green dashed line.
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Figure 4: The word cloud of the cleaned White Helmets data set.
Figure 3 shows how the use of vice (Authority, Harm, Fairness, In-group, Purity) and virtue (Respect, Care, Fairness,
Loyalty, Sanctity) moral rhetoric has varied in White Helmets-related user activities on Twitter across time. For example,
Figure 3.a is obtained as follows:
Authority =
∑
t<t1
T it (MA)
N(Tt<t1∩T it (MA)6=0)
(6)
Here, N(Tt<t1∩T it (MA) 6=0) is the number of tweets that are classified as having an Authority moral loading score rather
than having a Respect moral loading, and published before t1. Likewise, the value of Respect dimension is obtained as:
Respect =
∑
t<t1
T it (MR)
N(Tt<t1∩T it (MR) 6=0)
(7)
where N(Tt<t1∩T it (MR)6=0) is the number of tweets that are classified as having an Respect moral loading score rather
than having a Authority moral loading, and published before t1. Since time ranges and number of tweets in each time
range greatly differ, values are normalized with the count of tweets in the denominator for a fair comparison.
Moral loadings in the five dimensions of the vice moral foundations are shown with red lines and blue lines denote the
dimensions of the virtue moral loadings. These sub-figures explain how language around certain words and concepts
evolves over time in terms of the strength in their rhetoric. Although these figures give no clue about the number of
tweets include moral rhetoric in each dimension, we observe that the strength of moral rhetoric of the tweets in the
second time period after the evacuation of the White Helmets to Jordan significantly increases (p < 0.005). We show
that moral rhetoric of the tweets in the last time range is the least significant (p < 0.001), and followed by the tweets in
the first, third and second time ranges, in order. In all cases, vice moral rhetoric is found slightly more than the virtue
ones in tweets, and this difference is relatively more transparent in the second time range. The most important point is
that the pattern of the moral rhetoric of the tweets among five dimensions are very similar while its amount varies by
time, i.e. Tweets including Harm/Care moral rhetoric is generally higher in moral loading score, followed by those
classified as having an Authority/Respect or a Fairness/Reciprocity moral rhetoric. The least strong moral foundation in
terms of moral loading scores in the White Helmet-related tweets is Purity/Sanctity.
3.2 Moral Foundations across White Helmet Narratives
RQ2: Does the moral rhetoric of user-generated content on Twitter change across different narratives?
As mentioned before, we discarded some most frequent words in the data set to prevent a masking effect on others (e.g.
White Helmets). The most common one-gram lexicons in data corpus after pre-processing can be seen in Figure 4.
Chemical, video, Idlib, Douma and fund are the most frequently used five words in the White Helmets-related tweets.
Since these words belong to the tweets in response to different events, we investigated how the use of moral rhetoric has
shifted in different event-related topics in Twitter. Therefore, we used the LDA algorithm to find the topic clusters in the
White Helmets data set. The LDA analysis using stochastic approximate variational Bayes solver gave us the optimum
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Figure 5: Five major LDA topics of White Helmets-related tweets from April 1st, 2018 to April 30th, 2019.
coherence value when the number of topics (K) is equal to 5, i.e., the coherence values significantly increased with
increasing number of topics until K = 5. After that, the increase in the coherence value becomes very marginally or
the coherence value fluctuates with increasing number of topics. Since we want to focus on major topics rather than all
variants, we kept number of topics relatively low. Figure 5 shows the five major word clusters (one-gram and bi-gram)
in the results obtained from LDA. As expected, words related to the major events caused bursts in user activities in
Figure 2 are scattered on different clusters and topics are shaped around them. While the first cluster (tpc1) mainly
captures the tweets related to the event of Syrian White Helmets evacuation to Jordan through Israel, it also covers
tweets linked with Russian propaganda against them. The second topic cluster (tpc2), on the other hand, includes the
words in the tweets related more to the fake videos during and after the Douma chemical attack. Third cluster (tpc3)
contains tweets with general stance towards White Helmets, them being volunteers, saving people’s lives etc. Fourth
(tpc4) and fifth topic clusters (tpc5) are somewhat tangled and mainly covers tweets about the Idlib air strike.
Since people’s stances and the corresponding language use in their tweets might show a different moral rhetoric with
respect to the narrative behind the event, we investigated the diversity in the MFT dimensions across five main narratives
found in data. Figure 6 shows how negative/vice (Figure 6.a) and positive/virtue (Figure 6.b) emotions/stances vary
across five major topics in Figure 5. To obtain these results, we first assigned topics to each tweet by computing the
maximum value in topic mixtures that is given as one of the output of LDA, and calculated the moral loadings for each
five dimensions for virtue and vice language separately. Authority/Respect dimensions related to tpc1, for example,
obtained as follows:
Authority =
∑
T i∈tpc1 T
i(MA)
N(T i ∈ tpc1 ∩ T i(MA) 6= 0) (8)
Here, N(T i ∈ tpc1 ∩ T i(MA) 6= 0) is the number of tweets that has score in Authority dimension and mostly related
to tpc1. Likewise, the value of Respect dimension is obtained as:
Respect =
∑
T i∈tpc1 T
i(MR)
N(T i ∈ tpc1 ∩ T i(MA) 6= 0) (9)
where N(T i ∈ tpc1 ∩ T i(MR) 6= 0) is the number of tweets that has score in Respect dimension and mostly related to
tpc1. Since number of tweets in each topic clusters greatly differ, values are normalized with the count of tweets in the
denominator for a fair comparison.
Figure 6.a shows the strength of the five vice moral dimensions used in the tweets across five topics, while Figure
6.a represents five virtue moral dimensions across them. The abundance of Harm/Care rhetoric across all topics is
noteworthy and it is more significant in virtue tweets. Major exceptions are i) the strength of the morality value of
’Fairness’ tweets of Topic 2 that exceeds the morality value of ’Harm’ tweets, ii) Average moral loading values are very
close to each other in Topic 1. Despite of the small differences, people tend to use more Harm/Care rhetoric associated
with White Helmets-related events, followed by Fairness/Reciprocity, In-group/Loyalty and Authority/Respect rhetoric.
Among both vice and virtue moral loadings, tweets with Purity/Sanctity rhetoric are observed as the weakest morality
dimension in terms of their morality loading scores.
3.3 Polarization of Morality
RQ3: In which dimension of the MFT people are more polarized in terms of their moral loadings?
RQ4: Do morality dimensions show similar pattern, or independent from each other?
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Figure 6: Five a) vice, b) virtue moral foundations across five topics in White Helmets-related tweets from April 1st,
2018 to April 30th, 2019.
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Figure 7: The percentage of days in which tweets related to the relative topics have vice and virtue moral loading.
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Figure 8: The daily average of morality polarization in each dimension of MFT.
Table 2: Shannon Entropy Values of CRQA on Moral Foundations Dimensions
Authority Harm Fairness In-group Purity
Authority/Respect 0.2221 0.2683 0.3014 0.2091
Harm/Care 0.2392 0.3084 0.2632
Fairness/Reciprocity 0.1734 0.2006
In-group/Loyalty 0.1998
It is important to understand how differences in morality vary and result in morality polarization, as well as understanding
the polarity in each dimension of MFT evolve independently or display similar patterns. In all of the previous analyses,
we investigated the strength of moral loadings in each dimension of MFT by considering the moral loadings of each
tweet. To make a better inference about the morality polarization, we first computed the percentage of the number of
days in which vice and virtue tweets exist in moral dimensions of five different topics. Since there are only a few days
in the data set that lack a moral rhetoric in tweets, the summation of the vice and virtue rhetoric in individual bar-pairs
adds up approximately to %100. When we observe the quantity of the tweets with a moral rhetoric, we see that people
tend to share more tweets involving the virtue moral rhetoric than the vice rhetoric in their tweets. Even though there is
no significant difference between the use of Fairness/Reciprocity, In-group/Loyalty or Purity/Sanctity rhetoric, the less
use of Harm/Care rhetoric is significant and remarkable (Figure 7).
We distinguished the quantity of the tweets with each moral rhetoric; however, the qualities (value of the moral loading)
may differ in those tweets. Therefore, we calculated the morality polarization by taking the difference of the averages of
vice and virtue moral loadings. The morality polarization in Authority/Respect at time t∗ for example, is calculated as:
Authority/Respect =
∑
t=t∗ T
i
t (MR)
N(Tt=t∗∩T it (MR) 6=0)
−
∑
t=t∗ T
i
t (MA)
N(Tt=t∗∩T it (MA)6=0)
(10)
Having negative polarity scores once again show the abundance of virtue rhetoric compared to the vice rhetoric in
tweets with moral loadings. The color code of the outliers show that the morality polarization is mostly observed in
Harm/Care tweets. We can easily realize morality polarity has some common patterns, co-rises and co-falls in some
dimensions. To understand the correlations and recurrence of these patterns in time series of each moral foundations,
we applied CRQA to each pairwise time series. Shannon entropy, which is one of the most common performance metric
measures of the recurrence plots, are given in Table 2. High entropy denotes more uncertainty in the co-aggregation of
pairwise time series of morality polarization. The minimum Shannon Entropy value is observed in the CRQA between
time series of morality polarization in Fairness/Reciprocity and In-group/Loyalty, i.e., the increase and decrease in the
morality polarization in tweets with Fairness/Reciprocity and In-group/Loyalty show a similar pattern. Daily morality
polarization values show more distinct patterns between tweets with In-group/Loyalty and Authority/Respect and
In-group/Loyalty and Harm/Care. It should be noted that Shannon entropy on the diagonal of CRQA plots gives the
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correlation between two time series, not causality. A causality analysis is required to consider the time lags between
patterns.
4 Conclusion
Figuring out the moral rhetoric in textual data is crucial for understanding the latent dynamics of people’s cognitive
processes. Specifically for topics that are sensitive in nature, such as politics, environmental and societal issues etc.,
relying solely on sentiment analyses may prove ineffective due to hidden motives and unobservable intentions that are
extant in the data structure. Adding the morality component to the sentiment analysis therefore makes a contribution to
the literature on topic analysis and narrative extraction by highlighting latent intentions. In this study, we apply the
Moral Foundations Theory to the case of Syrian White Helmets related Twitter misinformation data to have a better
understanding of how the influence machine works, and thus pave the way for a better strategy to combat misinformation
in general. To quantify the dimensions of morality in Twitter narratives, we use the Extended Moral Foundations
Dictionary to investigate the change of moral dimensions and polarization of morality. Our results indicate that the
pattern of moral dimensions in our data set remains unchanged across the five dimensions for the 13-month time
period. Still, significant events may trigger an increase in the strength of tone involving any moral rhetoric as people
become more sensitive and opinionated. In terms of tweet sharing patterns, it has been shown that people tend to share
more tweets involving the virtue moral rhetoric than the tweets involving the vice rhetoric. Although the number of
tweets involving the Harm/Care dimension is the least among all dimensions, these tweets come out strong in terms of
including more words related to harm/care. Also, polarization of morality is the most prominent among Harm/Care
related tweets. As far as patterns go, the increase and the decrease in the polarization of morality in tweets involving
Fairness/Reciprocity and In-group/Loyalty display similar patterns.
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